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Abstract
The practice of steganography, which in a computer context usually means manipulating multimedia content to
embed hidden messages, may be used by criminals worldwide to facilitate their communication instead of, or
complementary to, encryption. There is even speculation that global terrorist groups have been using
steganography to communicate in covert ways. This paper will introduce steganography and discuss practical
aspects of its detection. It will also discuss two recently proposed methods for detecting whether hidden
messages exist in JPEG images using Benford's Law. The Law describes the logarithmic distribution of leading
digits in sets of naturally set numbers and has been used with success in detecting financial fraud and election
rigging in the past. The first approach examines the lead digit distribution of the raw contents of the bytes of a
suspect image, whilst the second examines the distribution of lead digits of quantised discrete cosine transform
(DCT) coefficients of the JPEG encoding. Both methods produce fast and credible results and are supported by
open source toolkits that can be used by law enforcement and investigative authorities worldwide.
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1 Introduction
Data hiding techniques can be performed for various reasons within a system including the facilitation of
malware attacks, exchanging secret information via the Internet or hiding data for later use in a compromised
environment by an attacker. One of the methods that have been introduced to hide information and covertly
spread hidden data without causing suspicion is steganography. A widely used carrier of secret communication is
the JPEG image because of the fact that it can be produced by a large range of devices like modern smartphones,
tablets, cameras or image processing tools and can be easily exchanged between a wide scope of applications [1].
Steganography aims to transport a message in a covert way by embedding it in a transport medium called a
stego-carrier. The carrier with the secret message is known as a stego-cover. To make a steganographic
algorithm more powerful, encryption can be used on the secret data, using a stego-key.
Chandramouli et al. [2], define steganalysis as the art of attacking and breaking steganographic methods, aiming
either to detect the presence of a secret message in a medium or to extract it. Universal (or blind) steganalytic
methods are designed to determine whether an object is carrying a hidden message, without prior knowledge
whether the carrier is a stego or the steganographic method that was used to embed a message into the carrier.
Steganalysis in a JPEG image is basically categorized on two approaches: visual attacks and statistical attacks.
The former usually demand long training steps and a variant amount of resources. The latter attacks are
considered to be more efficient and consequently several can be found in the literature [3]. They are based on the
fact that after applying steganographic methods on images, the histograms and other high order statistics are
usually modified. Postmodern blind steganalytic schemes engage supervised learning to distinguish the plain

media and the stego images and also recognize the data hiding algorithm that was used to embed the secret
message [4].
The economic growth and technological bloom led to significant increase of storage ability and therefore there is
a growing need for forensic investigators to analyze large volumes of images to detect possible hidden evidence.
Benford’s empirical law of anomalous numbers [5] that has been successfully used for fraud detection in
numerous areas can be also applied to perform various forensic tasks on grey scale [6] and colour JPEG images.
Numerous tools have been developed to automate the process of locating suspect carrier files of different file
types using visual or statistic analysis attacks. Most of these work against specific steganography algorithms and
are usually time consuming.
In this paper we demonstrate our steganalysis methods (already published in literature) using generalized forms
of the Benford’s Law [7], [8]. The first method focuses on the reconstruction of a prototype JPEG image [9] and
the comparison of it against the suspicious potential stego-carrier file. We present the procedures of the creation
of the reconstructed image, resembling the data structure of the original image and also the design and usage of a
lightweight forensic tool utilizing the aforementioned technique in order to blindly detect image stego-carriers.
The second algorithm is an attack that performs steganalysis in a fast and accurate fashion and presents
satisfactory detection and false positive rates. We analyze the quantized coefficients of colour images and we
predict the behaviour of the distributions of their leading digits. The deviations of these distributions can then be
considered as an indication that the examined image is a stego. Furthermore, we developed two automated tools
implementing the attacks that can be used to apply blind steganalysis and assist forensic analysts to identify
suspicious JPEG images. Both methods and tools perform quite well and are expandable in different file formats.
We assess their performance using various images from widely used image databases and our own set created by
the use of a smartphone. Our analysis illustrates comparative evaluation with open source steganalysis software
like Stegdetect, Camouflage and Invisible Secrets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we refer to prior art in the field and discuss some
theoretical background. In Section 3 we demonstrate our detection algorithms. The experimental results are
given in Section 4 and in Section 5 we evaluate the tools by comparing them with popular steganalytic programs.
The conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Prior Work and Literature Review
2.1

JPEG Image Steganalysis

JPEG compression is a lossy algorithm that aims to discard information imperceptible to human eye while
leaving unchanged the general details of the image while reducing its data size. A detailed recitation of the
compression procedure of a data stream with the JPEG standard can be found in [10]. It includes the conversion
of the pixel colours representation from RGB (Red, Green, Blue) to YCbCr, the downsampling of the
chrominance values (usually by a factor of two), the transformation of values to frequencies (using 8x8 pixel
blocks), the quantization process and zigzag ordering, ending with lossless compression using a variant of
Huffman encoding. An image consists of pixels and each pixel usually has three bytes representing its three
basic colour components: Red, Green and Blue. Thus, the first step to the JPEG encoding procedure is to convert
these pixel values from RGB to YCbCr, which is another colour space with three components. Y represents the
brightness of an image (called luminance) while Cb and Cr represent colours (called chrominance). The human
eye can recognize more easily the difference in the luminance of an image than the chrominance coefficients
[11]. The quantization process is done using type II DCT transformation. It is a mathematical function (uses
cosine functions) that converts the pixel values of 8x8 blocks to blocks of 64 frequency coefficients.
A JPEG image can be a very convenient cover medium because it usually contains large amounts of space where
one can embed data. McBride et al., [1] mention that there are various factors that result in a successful
steganographic attempt such as the cover image characteristics and the embedding technique. A general belief is
that the image should lack large areas of similarities. Among the popular techniques already used for data hiding
in images is the Least Significant Bit (LSB), the DCT encoding and the Fuse algorithm. The embedding
techniques that use the quantized DCT coefficients of the image usually hide data by applying LSB encoding in
positive integers coefficients. McBride et al. [1] offer a list of tools that use the quantized DCT coefficients to
embed information in JPEG images stating that the procedures following the quantization phase are lossless, thus
the hidden information can then be obtained. Indicative algorithms from this category are JSteg, Outguess,

JPHide, in contrast to Camouflage or Invisible Secrets that use the Fuse method. The former algorithms
introduce irregularities in the statistics of the quantized DCT coefficients of a colour JPEG image and our
methods aim to reliably detect such irregularities.
Modern steganalysis deploys machine learning techniques, which are based on image features that get altered
during the embedding process, utilising support vector machines or ensemble classifiers [12]. The features
constitute a model for pure images that can be used against the suspected stego carriers. Despite their remarkable
accuracy these techniques are time consuming, introducing complex concepts and extensive training steps. We,
therefore, deploy steganographic models based on Benford’s Law providing lightweight statistical attacks that
achieve satisfactory precision levels. By using statistical attacks we determine whether the examined data
comply with specific rules that normal images would probably follow. For example, the Chi-squared test
compares the statistical behaviour of a suspected image with the theoretically expected properties of its carrier
[13]. Histogram attacks can also be classified as statistical. They generally depict deviations in the distribution of
the frequencies of DCT coefficients of a JPEG image, revealing the presence of a steganographic action.

2.2

Benford’s Law and Generalized Benford’s Law

A 19th century note by Newcomb (1881) [14] presents the first attempt to explain the behavioural pattern of the
significant digits in a set of natural numbers, listing the probabilities of their occurrence. Benford [5] restated the
law fifty years later. He observed large groups of natural numbers and concluded that in a set of natural numbers,
the probability of the first digit x of a number being 1 is higher than that of the first digit being 9.
P(x = 1) > P(x = 2) > … > P(x = 8) > P(x = 9)
He also noted that the distributions of the appearance of the leading digits in a set of natural numbers follow a
specific logarithmic rule, which was named Benford’s Law.
p(n) =

! 1$
log #1+ & , n = 1, 2, …, 9 (1)
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(Benford’s Law)

(p(n) is the probability of n being the significant digit of a number in a set of natural numbers.)
Sets should contain as many random numbers as possible. The law is applicable to different groups of natural
numbers such as population, addresses and death rates and we can conclude that in a set of natural numbers, it is
more possible to find numbers with the significant digit to be 1 than 8 or 9. Schäfer et al., [15] detected fraud and
fake survey results at the past using the Benford’s Law. The basic principle of this detecting scheme is that
natural data generally follow the first digit law in contrast to maliciously altered data.
Image processing and digital forensics related literature also features the logarithmic rule ([6], [16]). Fu et al. [6]
studied the behaviour of the JPEG image block coefficients before and after the quantization process. In their
experiments they consider only 8 bit grey scale pictures, using as main reference the widely used database of
TIFF images called Uncompressed Colour Image Database (UCID) [17]. The experiments on this set of images
(after using JPEG compression with a variety of quality factors) show that the distributions of the quantized DCT
coefficients follow a logarithmic trend similar to the Benford’s Law, thus, the authors propose a new generalized
model to describe their behaviour.
p(n) =
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(Generalized Benford’s Law:” gBL”)

(N, s and q are parameters balancing those distributions under different compression quality factors.)
We note that equation (2) [6], is equal to the Benford’s Law equation (1) when N = 1, s = 0, q = 1.

3 Algorithms and Structures
In this section we will demonstrate the principles behind our steganographic methods. The first algorithm
reconstructs the given image and compares the file structure of both images. The second approach attacks the
internal image structure comparing the distributions of the quantized DCT coefficients with the expected
deviations of an image with the same characteristics. Both techniques are based on the Benford’s Law.

3.1

Image Reconstruction and First - Least Digit Distribution Steganalysis

Before demonstrating this method, we present the four image file types we are using: The original file, which
would be a JPEG image created particularly with Microsoft Paint and the carrier file which will be the stego
after the steganography application on the original file with either JPHSWin, Camouflage or Invisible Secrets.
Also, we are using the reconstructed original file, which will be generated by our tool, ‘Ben-4D’, in order to
simulate the original (MS Paint) JPEG file and finally, the suspect file, which can be either an original or a
carrier file. The objective of this method is to generate a reconstructed image file as similar as possible to the
original. To achieve this task we must identify the encoding algorithm of the suspect JPEG image reading the
EXIF metadata. “JPEGSnoop” is an open source program used to analyze the settings that were used when
creating the file. Thus, our tool acts partially as an MS Paint Simulator in an attempt to reconstruct an almost
identical original file with the given suspect file.
Steganography on a JPEG image can cause alteration in the byte array structure of the file. We estimated that it
is critical to detect changes on the first and least digit (f.l.d.) of each byte, as those are mostly affected by popular
methods of steganography while differences on the rest of the digits are of minor importance and can be safely
discarded. We are using this general form of Benford’s Law (G.B.L.) in a method to detect deliberate alterations
that may have been caused by the steganography application. Figure 1 describes the procedure.
Suspicious JPEG

Calculate byte array sequence

Calculate p(x) of suspect f.l.d.
Calculate p(x) of reconstructed f.l.d.
Compare p(x) and Make Decision

Figure 1: ‘Ben-4D’ Design Concept.
So, if we have a JPEG image <S> we will first calculate its byte array sequence and then the probability p(x) of
the first and the last digit of the byte sequence. Then we will estimate the probability p(x) of the first and the last
digit of the byte array sequence for the reconstructed ‘original’ file and finally we will compare the results and
using a predefined threshold we will make a decision whether the suspicious file is a stego-carrier or not. For the
reconstruction phase we need to obtain the Quantization Table (Quality Factor) and the Software Signature that
created the suspicious picture. This task can be easily accomplished by using JPEGSnoop.
The steganography tools we examined (JPHSWin, Camouflage, Invisible Secrets) do not re-encode the JPEG
image. This means that some parts of the image are altered during data hiding but not the Software Signature. At
the next step we try to simulate the software JPEG encoding system (in our case MS Paint) that was previously
extracted. The missing part to do that is to gain the actual source RGB values that will be used as an input to our
JPEG encoding system. The Java Advance Imaging API (JAI) is a library that can successfully achieve this task.
Using those data as an input to our JPEG encoding system a reconstructed ‘original’ JPEG image <P> will be
created.
Finally, the detection algorithm consists of the following steps.
1.

G.B.L. is applied on image <S> and image size and hash value are calculated.

2.

G.B.L. is applied on image <P> and image size and hash value are calculated.

3.

Results of Steps 1, 2 are compared updating “The Similarity Factor”.

The Similarity Factor is a parameter that indicates how similar two files are. Its values range from 0 to 9, which
is the highest similarity degree and is calculated by the different algorithms depending on whether LSB or Fuse
steganography was used [7]. We examined a large JPEG image files set and deduced that the Similarity
Threshold for MS Paint has approximately a value ST = 5. So, the decision making model is that if ST >= 5 then
the examined image does not contain any hidden messages. If ST < 5 steganography might be present. As
expected, if the tool attacks against known fingerprints the steganographic algorithms leave when they hide data,
it will become more strict and successful. Such fingerprints include the following: JPHSWin uses no standard
Huffman tables, Camouflage and Invisible Secrets lead to noticeable differences in size between carrier and
reconstructed file, Invisible Secrets does not use standard headers, ‘Camouflaged’ images are characterized by
non proprietary file termination and, generally, altered bits follow specific patterns.

3.2

Quantized DCT coefficients based Steganalysis

Previously, in Section 2.2 we noted that the gBL was proposed by Fu et al. [6] but only the luminance
component of each image was taken into consideration during analysis. Thus, we investigated the behaviour of
the leading digits of the quantized DCT coefficients of colour JPEG image components, luminance and
chrominance. By doing that we extended previous results and created a new reference to describe the expected
distributions of the quantized DCT coefficients of a JPEG image. Our steganographic tool ‘StegBennie’ targets
the distributions of the leading digits (fd) that can be extracted from the quantized coefficients of JPEG images.
Furthermore, it is important to know the compression quality used to create the image. This quality factor can be
easily found by looking at the metadata stored in the header of the image. The tool uses the standard luminance
and chrominance quantization tables, provided by the Independent JPEG Group (IJG) and its structure is
described in the following Figure 2.
Decompress JPEG

Get QF

For all components
For all DCT blocks

Calculate % fd appearance
Avoid DC coefficients

Compare expected fd appearance

Extract first digits: (fd)

Calculate % deviation

Distribute fd

Make decision

Figure 2: ‘StegBennie’ Design Concept.
After decompressing the image we read the metadata and find the compression quality factor. We then calculate
the appearance of the first digits (fd) of the quantized DCT coefficients of all the components of the colour JPEG
image. We are looking at the DCT blocks (8x8) that constitute the image and extract the first digit of each
coefficient. For example, if the first row of an 8x8 block of coefficients is [211 22 12 6 1 0 0 0], the first
digits are [x 2 1 6 1 x x x] (211 is the DC coefficient and it is excluded and also the zeros are not taken into
consideration). This process leads to the calculation of the % percentage of appearance of each leading digit.
Then we estimate the first digits expected distribution (given by equation (2)) and finally compare the deviations
between the expected and the calculated distributions. The deviation between the expected and the estimated
distributions will help to decide if the image is a stego or not.
The method needs a model that will describe the expected distributions of the first digits in case we a-priori
know the compression quality factor of the colour image. This model is given by equation 2 and we proved that
it is still a reliable metric to describe the first digits distributions of colour JPEGs. To achieve that, we used the
second version of the UCID, which contains 1338 uncompressed TIFF images. We made seven folders
containing 7x1338 JPEG images that had never been compressed before. Matlab compressed the TIFFs with
different quality factors using functions like ‘imread’ and ‘imwrite’. Afterwards, we estimated the distributions
of the first digits of the quantized DCT coefficients and the mean distributions for each digit.
We used the Matlab’s Curve Fitting Toolbox to calculate the goodness-of-fit of the generalized Benford’s Law
with new parameters N, s, q and Matlab shows that the gBL (equation 2) describes the mean distributions
perfectly (R-Square = 1, Adjusted R-square = 1). Table 1 presents the values of parameters N, q, s for each
quality factor and is the model we are using to describe the expected distributions of the leading digits of the
suspicious image with the calculated by StegBennie.
In our experiments, we measured the impact of steganography on the first digits distributions. We chose random
images from our seven folders and embedded data to them using JPHide, Outguess and Vsl. Then, we calculated
the deviations of the distributions of the first digits of the quantized DCT coefficients for each stego-carrier. This
process gave us a clear picture of the consequences these algorithms cause to the distributions of the first digits.
We examined the deviations of the distributions of the significant digits of the quantized coefficients of pure

images and about 480 stego-carriers compressed with different quality factors. Figure 3 illustrates deviations of
first digit distributions for images compressed with quality factor 75. The blue line indicates deviations that
emerged from the examination of pure images and the red line indicates the deviations for the same images after
applying steganography on them. The horizontal axis of the preceding figures represents the distinct number of
images we investigated and the vertical axis states the percentage (%) of the deviations of the distributions of the
examined digit. Here we show only data gathered for digits 1, 2, 3 and for compression quality 75.
Quality Factor
100
90
80
75
70
60
50

Model Parameters
N
q
s
1.608
1.605
0.0702
1.25
1.585
-0.405
1.344
1.685
-0.376
1.396
1.731
-0.3549
1.434
1.766
-0.339
1.514
1.843
-0.3114
1.584
1.909
-0.2875
Table 1. Behavioural model of gBL for various quality factors.

Goodness-of-fit
(SSE)
5.129e-06
7.235e-07
3.007e-06
3.986e-06
4.455e-06
5.464e-06
5.119e-06

Figure 3: Deviations of first digits distributions for pure and stego images
The overall view we formed from the examination of all digits under numerous quality factors generally follows
a specific routine. In more details, the difference in deviations of the distributions of pure images and their
respective stego-carries are in most cases larger than 5%. Also, digit 2 appears to have a characteristic that no
other digit seems to have. In pure images the deviations of digit 2 are very stable. The range of these deviations
is quite convenient and usually varies from 0 to 3 or 4%. Except from that, the deviations of digit 2 after the
embedding of a message on the same images behaves similarly, but the deviations exceed a critical threshold
(4%). We don’t observe the same attitude from digit 1 for example (Figure 3). Here, the deviations are within a
small range but we can see that the two lines do not have the same behaviour compared to the two lines of digit 2
where the blue line is almost always below the red line. Thus, in most of the cases, we expect that an image
containing hidden data will present deviations higher than a certain threshold T. In the specific example, a
suitable threshold should be T = 3. The findings of our experiments demonstrated that if this deviation of digit 2
exceeds a specific threshold, which depends on the quality factor of the compression of the examined image, we
can conclude that the image is suspicious. After repeating the same tests to JPEG images using Outguess and Vsl
as the embedding algorithms and analyzing data using the same methodology, we discovered that the impact of
steganography on the distributions of the first digits was significant. We also confirmed that the deviations of
digit 2 were smooth and the aforementioned threshold was sufficient and capable to detect a suspicious JPEG
image.
Hiding data with Outguess and Vsl leaves detectable fingerprints. Outguess always uses the quality factor of 75
and Vsl always quantizes with QF = 100 while embedding messages. Consequently, the expected distributions of
the examined images are significantly different than the observed. We use these fingerprints at the decision
making module of ‘StegBennie’ and conclude that when we investigate an image which has a quality factor of
75 or 100 and the deviation of digit 2 is really large, we deduce that Outguess or Vsl was used, respectively.

4 Experimental Results
In this section we concatenate in Tables the findings of our experiments when we tested the tools against stego

and non stego-carriers. Both tools and methods function successfully and the detection rates are satisfactory
against the algorithms we already mentioned in former sections. Before testing ‘Ben-4D’, stego-carrier files were
divided into three different groups of five hundred original files each. For each group JPHSWin, Camouflage
and Invisible Secrets were used to embed the smallest in size, file possible which was an ASCII txt file (1Kb).
Table 2 shows that the false positive rate was about 1.5% but this percentage will decrease when the hidden file
is larger (5Kb).

JPEG Image
Dimensions

G.B.L.
+ Signature
Hit Rate (%)
False Positive
Stego
Detection
Scan Time
(sec)
per Item
Total Time
(min)

Camouflage

Invisible Secrets

Original

JPHSWin

Camouflage

Invisible Secrets

Original

JPHSWin

Camouflage

Invisible Secrets

G.B.L.
Hit Rate (%)
False Positive
Stego
Detection
Scan Time
(sec)
per Item
Total Time
(min)

800x600

JPHSWin

Number
of Files
Average
Size (Kb)

600x320

Original

File Type

320x240

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

30

34

31

31

100

104

101

101

200

205

201

201

89

89.1

99.6

99.7

88.5

86.7

99.6

99.7

88

82.2

99.6

99.7

10%

15%

20%

~1

~2

~1

~1

~1

~2

~1

~1

~1

~2

~1

~1

8.3

16.6

8.3

8.3

8.3

16.6

8.3

8.3

8.3

16.6

8.3

8.3

99.9

99.8

100

100

99.9

98.1

100

100

99.9

97.4

100

100

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

~2

~3

~2

~2

~2

~3

~2

~2

~3

~4

~3

~3

16.6

25

16.6

16.6

16.6

25

16.6

16.6

25

33.3

25

25

Table 2: Ben-4D’s hit rates and false positives (hidden data: 1Kb)
Table 2 presents the hit rates achieved by the G.B.L. detection algorithm in comparison to the combination of
G.B.L. and utilization of detection fingerprints. It also demonstrates that the larger in size the image is, the
smaller the hit rate becomes. This finding can be explained because the overall byte array structure alteration is
statistically smaller in large areas, thus more difficult to detect.
We tested the accuracy of the second tool ‘StegBennie’ in three stages. First, we calculated the algorithm’s false
positive rate (FPR) (9,370 images) and then we tested the validity of the method on the training set (about 200
images) and finally on a set of images taken by a smartphone (approximately 150 images). Table 3 demonstrates
the FPR and the hit rates for the sample of the training set and in a similar fashion, Table 4 states the FPR and
the hit rates the tool achieved for the set of the smartphone images.

QF

F.P.R. (%)

JPHSWIN (%)

Outguess (%)

Vsl (%)

50

24.47

76.47

100

100

60

24.47

73.53

100

100

70

2.94

82.35

80

100

75

20.59

85.29

20

100

80

29.41

73.53

100

80

90

11.76

67.65

100

100

Table 3: Hit rates and false positives of ‘StegBennie’ on the training data.

QF

Normal
QF = 70

High
QF = 80

Fine
QF = 90

Resolution

F.P.R. (%)

JPHSWin (%)

Outguess (%)

Vsl (%)

small

11.11

88.89

77.78

100.0

1Mp

0

90.0

75.0

100.0

3Mp

11.11

55.55

75.0

100.0

5Mp

12.5

33.33

87.5

100.0

wide1Mp

0

66.67

50.0

100.0

small

10.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1Mp

11.11

66.67

100.0

100.0

3Mp

20.0

50.0

100.0

100.0

5Mp

37.5

50.0

71.43

100.0

wide1Mp

0

60.0

100.0

100.0

small

30

100.0

100.0

100.0

1Mp

15.79

66.67

90.0

100.0

3Mp

44.44

55.55

87.5

100.0

5Mp

30.0

40.0

100.0

100.0

wide1Mp

27.27

72.73

90.0

100.0

Table 4: Hit rates and false positives of ‘StegBennie’ on the smartphone dataset.

5 Evaluation and Comparison with Similar Tools
The demonstrated tools can be boldly compared with other similar programs that utilize different steganalytic
algorithms. The achieved detection rates are fair and in some cases better that the respective rates of StegDetect
or StegSpy. In Table 5 we can see that ‘Ben-4D’ has similar success rates with the other tested steganalytic
algorithms. Figure 4 shows that ‘StegBennie’ achieves better results when tested against ‘StegDetect’.
Furthermore, ‘StegBennie’ achieved these detection rates faster that the other tool. To be more precise our tool
needs half the time that ‘StegDetect’ spends to perform steganalysis.

Number of files 1500 1500 1500
Detection Rates (%)
Ben-4D (full)
99
98
100
StegDetect
99.5 99.2 100
StegSpy
98
99
100

Invisible
Secrets

Camouflage

JPHSWin

Original

File Type

1500
100
100
100

Table 5: Hit Rates Comparison among ‘Ben-4D’ and other tools.

Figure 4: Hit rates Comparison between ‘StegBennie’ and StegDetect.
Taking all these findings into consideration we can say that the two steganalytic tools we bring to the Forensic
community are reliable, fast, easy to use and develop further and will give the opportunity to analysts to perform
steganalysis to large volumes of images following an accurate manner and achieving well perceived results. Our
proposed use of these methods is as follows: Ben-4D is a tool to be used when images are retrieved through
carving and where the metadata of the pictures in question may be missing or unreliable for whatever reason, e.g.
examining partially recovered images for steganography. On the other, hand trawling through large sets of
images is more suited to the image-processing based approach of StegBennie.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
Benford’s Law is a powerful empirical rule giving the chance to analysts to screen suspicious JPEG images and
decide if steganography was applied to them. We contribute to the area of steganography detection using two
variations of the Law and developing tools that utilize novel algorithms acting fast and accurately. Our goal is to
bypass complex learning steps and techniques and use a law abiding by numerous natural sets of numbers. Our
steganalytic methods present fair results compared to prior art and are significantly faster. The first algorithm
studies the byte array sequence of the image and the second is focused on the internal structure of it. We
therefore provide the opportunity to a forensic analyst to decide which of these tools would be more accurate for
a given problem or use them together.
However, improvements can be done to both tools. It is essential to develop software that not only will
effectively screen JPEG images but it will also be able to detect steganography on any possible image carrier
file, such as png, bmp. For this reason we must identify the potentiality of steganalysis with the Benford’s Law
for popular image types that can be found basically in the Internet. Considering ‘Ben-4D’, data loss during the
reconstruction process can be diminished using enhanced algorithms or lossless transcoding. For ‘StegBennie’,
the importance of payload of the embedded data should be examined to form a stable view about the efficiency
of the tool. Also, the decision making model can be enhanced by other factors like the behaviour of the first
digits of the DCT blocks before the quantization phase. Finally, image steganography can be used in malware
and especially in malicious applications for Android smartphones through third party markets. Image

steganalysis with our tools can control malware spreading because they are lightweight and their code can be
migrated in order to create simple steganalytic smartphone applications.
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